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dybbuk 
alternative spelling 
dibbuk 
both pronounced 
/dɪˈbʊk/ 
 
from Hebrew dābaq,  
meaning, to “adhere” or “cling” 
“ru’ah tezazit” 
unclean spirit 
from the outside  
wanting in. 
 
in Jewish lore, 
a malicious, lost soul, 
the already dead 
fated to accomplish  
a vengeful goal; 
a possessing parasite 
to be exorcised. 
 
for the malevolent 
what is, is not so  
unless end to end 
from fall to salvation 
the lesson reversed; 
evil when made evident, 
tip of tail to coronal horn: 
kubbid 
 
then, take 19, in two moves flip, 
as was above, now below; 
then right to left, or left to right-- 
a dark mirror, matters not now-- 
rue that tezazit, tizazet! 
lateral, bidirectional vectors  
work for it, somehow; 
sequent 61, added per tradition 
yields 7 but not of heaven. 
 



in the  Kabbalah’s way,  
ו   actually is vav or wav, 

the gematria equalling 6,  
arrived at in moves of 3. 
 
vav/wav means alternatively, “and,”  
“web,” “network,” “connect;”   
dare you do this  next? 
 
in either upper or lower cases,  
co-vid, 
when vid, variant of Latin vis, 
means “to see” 
and co is “together or same,” 
can you re-envision as do I, 
see the same, see as same? 
count you also lines of this game, 
the vile crowned heads, name. 
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